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MINUTES

It might be wor th while setting uut the six points
which wir . M u r r a y made in paragraph 5 of Cairo des-oatch
Ho. 21 1| (JJS

(i) Tranquil ity in the country generally and the
elimination of strife there which could have
repercussions either in Black Africa or in the
Arab World;

(ii) Sufficient detachment of the Sudan from Egypt
to ensure that the former could not be dictated
to by the latter in all her foreign relations;

(iii; Air staging facilities for our military
requirements in East and Central Africa, and :

possibly in the Persian Gulf and the i'ar '.̂ ast;

(iv) The retention if possible of security liaison
relationships calculated to impede the growth
of Communist organisations there;

(v) A general interest in a Wile Waters administration
to the best possible advantage of both Egypt and
the Sudan.

(vi) The maintenance of the Sudan's economy in
relation to the U.K., both as a market and as a
source of supply.

2. In the letter within Sir J. jterndale Bennett
makes the following comments on Mr. Murray's six points.
He says that with certain reservations there would
probably be general agreement with the list as a broad
statement. He does however think:-

(a) That point (ii) is not sufficiently in line
with H.ivi.G.'s policy as stated in Foreign Office
despatch No. 320 of December 29
and needs strengthening;

3/4

(b) Points ( i ) and ( i i i ) need more emphasis and
elaborat ion to br ing home their true importance.
The main problem con f ron t i ng II. u. G. is, "he says,

/to
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to secure, w i t h the m i n i m u m of f r ic t ion wi th
either the Sudanese or the Egyptians, our
essential f u t u r e r equ i remen t s , i.e. an independen
stable and f r i e n d l y Sudan and the ability to
rely on the use of essential strategic
facil i t ies in the Sudan . He says that in order
to achieve stabil i ty one of the essentials
will be economic development.

3. Whi le this is no doubt true we can at the moment
make no promises or fu tu re plans but it is likely that
af te r se l f -determinat ion the Sudanese will turn to
us for any economic or technical help we can give thei
The . t-gyptians too are interested in Suuanese stability
and have recently been expressing anxie ty about the
likelihood of adminis t ra t i t fdLbreakdown as a result
of S u d a n i s a t i o n .

14. ..As regards over f ly ing facili t ies for the -S.A.I1'. .
there is n©4hing we can do to secure them until the
Sudanese have achieved self-determinat ion. It is
possible that at f i r s t they will be unwill ing to
grant such facilit ies and one d i f f icu l ty which we
will have to overcome will be the fact that once
we have w i t h d r a w n our troops and R.A.I'1. personnel
f r o m the S u d a n , which we are legally bound to do three
months a f te r the Sudanese Parl iament asks for self-
determinat ion, it will be embarrassing for the
Sudanese to accept the re tu rn of British service
personnel whether in u n i f o r m or not or to grant
mil i tary facilties to a Western power .

card which we have to play is the
trade relations w i t h the Sudan

5. One impor tant
maintenance o f o u r r e
since the advan tage in good trade relat ions be tween
our two coun t r i e s lies ent i re ly with the Sudanese.
•Ye are their chief buyers of cotton and it is upon
cot ton that their economy depends.

6. .As regards point (iv) of Mr. M u r r a y ' s despatch,
our re lat ions w i t h the Sudanese in this f ie ld are
at present v e r y good, chief ly because the Sudanese
themselves constantly seek our advice on how to
combat C o m m u n i s m .

7. I do not th ink that this letter calls for a
reply, but perhaps we shall receive some fur ther
thoughts f r om Cairo and ivhartoum about what our f u t u r e
requi rements in the Suc' .an will be likely to be

(JVvV.G.
Febr uar

Ridd)
10,195
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Minutes.

I th ink we might send Sir John aterndale
Bennett a brief acknowledgement on the lines
of the attached draf t . V/e are now beginnine;
to study the handover agreement. Presumably"' •-
this will deal first and foremost with the
transfer of sovereignty but there are other
things we shall wan t to deal with at the
same time, notably the security of pensions
and overf lying rights. It would probably
hardly be appropriate to deal with these
in the main ins t rument but they could
perhaps fo rm the subjects of sepa.ra.te and
simultaneous agreements. We sUooX^have
to consult Cairo and Khartoum about this
in due course.

(G.U. Mil lard)
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TOP SECRET

(10172/1/80)

/̂  rf~4LM' i I

BRITISH MIDDLEfBAST JOFFIOB, /
"

' Nicosia.

uary 21, 1955.

37

11+
I have read with much interest the correspondence

between Cairo, Khartoum and London, ending with Foreign
Office despatch to Cairo No. 320 (JE 10511 Al of -—
December 29) about our policy towards the Sudan and
towards Egypt in relation to the Sudan; and, as you
will remember, I took part in a discussion about the
main issue in the Embassy in Cairo during the visit
there of yourself and Adams earlier in December. I
have no comments to make on the conclusions reached in
the Foreign Office despatch. But there are one or
two points on which it may perhaps be useful to take
the correspondence further.

2. Paragraph 13 of the Governor-General's letter
GG/97.8.1 of December 8 to the Secretary of State
contains the statement that "Britain's interests in the
future Sudan are in fact few and unimportant". These
terms are of course relative, and it is perhaps hardly
fair in any case to quote the passage in isolation from
its context. I only quote it because it does seem to
me important to have, as a basis for future policy, a
detailed assessment of what our real and permanent interests
in the Sudan are likely to be. ^^^l^t /^\\^,R=.io<oH|a! <:=»/
3. Paragraph 5 of Cairo despatch No. 21̂  (10311/9/5k
of November 9 last) attempts a broad statement of them
and this might be taken as a starting point for
consideration. It is quite clear from the discussions
since that despatch was written, and from Foreign Office
despatch of December 29, that (ii) is not sufficiently
in line with Her Majesty's Government's policy and needs
strengthening. But apart from this there will probably
be general agreement with the list as a broad statement.

k* To my mind, however, numbers (i) and (iii) need
more emphasis and elaboration to bring home their true
importance.

5. The need to protect British territories in Africa
from subversive or hostile influence which might penetrate
from the north, gives us a very great subjective interest
in the Sudan, i.e. not only in its stability and good
administration, but in the existence of a friendly
Sudanese government not controlled by influences aiming
at undermining British interests in East, West and
Central Africa. In saying this, I am not taking a
gloomy look forward into a hypothetical future in which
Egypt might have fallen into the orbit of a vastly
expanded sphere of Communist influence. I am thinking
more of anti-western, anti-colonial or general pan-African
influences which Egypt and other Arab States might, in
certain circumstances, think it expedient to propagate

southwards/

C.A.E. Shuckburgh, Esq.., G.B.,
Foreign Office,

S.W.I.

C.M. G.,
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southwards. If, for example, it was Egypt and not .the
Sudan'whose territories marched with Kenya and Uganda,
the hostile influences working against us in these
Colonial territories in recent years would have been
considerably reinforced.

6. As regards the second point, namely the maintenance
of staging and overflying rights, you may like to look
again at Peck's letter No. 12252/2/25G of September 25V
last and the B.D.C.C.(I.E.) paper enclosed with it.
That letter was not copied to the other recipients of
the present one since it was only one step in a discussion
of the serious dangers inherent in the fact that after
April 1956, under the Suez Canal Base Agreement, flights
of British military aircraft across any part of Egypt
will be dependent on clearance from the Egyptian government.
The B.D.C.C. paper was not primarily concerned with the
Sudan but one of its conclusions was that it was of the
utmost importance that we should retain our present
overflying rights and staging facilities in the Sudan.
Recent discussions on the wider questions arising out
of our redeployment following the Suez Canal Base Agreement,
have shown the potential strategic importance of the
Sudan, not only from the point of view of west-east
traffic in relation to our present interests in Bast
Africa, Aden and the Persian Gulf but, in the event of
major war, as a link between the countries of the
Commonwealth in central and south Africa on the one hand
and the Middle East area on the other.

7. The main problem, as I see it, is to secure, with
the minimum of friction with either the Sudanese or the
Egyptians, our essential future requirements, i.e. an
independent, stable and friendly Sudan and the ability
to "rely on the use of essential strategic facilities in
the Sudan. We must, in the process, taker into account
what Egypt1s legitimate requirements are in relation to
the Sudan and try to engineer arrangements which will
satisfy these compatibly with pur own interests and
without placing her in a position of control.

8. I suggest that stability, defence and the
utilisation of the Nile Waters are common interests to
the Sudan, to Egypt and to ourselves, and I would say
that stability includes, to some extent at all events,
economic development.

9. What we want in fact are arrangements which give
expression to this tripartite interest and, at the same
time, safeguard Sudanese sovereignty and independence.

10. I am now only thinking of general aims. It is
perhaps too early in any case to consider the types of
arrangements which could produce these results; but it
would certainly be presumptuous on my part to put forward
any suggestions without first discussing them in Khartoum
with the Governor-General and the United Kingdom Trade
Commissioner and in Cairo with H.M. Ambassador.

11. I am sending copies of this to Ralph Stevenson and
to Adams and I should be grateful if the latter would
show it to the Governor-General.

Yours ever,
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J

Please see the attached letter
from Mr. Burden, M.P., regarding his
talks in Eg^pt with Nasser and Salem,

2. If thene are any points in this
letter upon which you would like to
comment, could these please be
incorporated in a draft acknowledgement.
If there is nothing special you would
wish to say, we will send a brief
acknowledgement from here.

(0. R. A. Rae)

February 10,JL955

Mr. Bromley.

f.O.P-

Mr. Burden came to see me the other
day by arrangement with your office with
an article on Egypt which he hoped to have
published in a newspaper. This article
did not deal with the Sudan, "but he told
me about the exchanges recorded at the end
of his letter to Mr. Turton.

2. I think it would "be preferable simply
to send an acknowledgment thanking
Mr. Button for the useful account of his
talks.V3. The main point of interest is, of
course, the Sudan, but it is difficult to
comment on what Nasser said. When
speaking to Sir Ralph Stevenson on
January 7 Nasser said that there was too
much sentimental nonsense talked about
the union of Egypt and the Sudan. The
only possible bond was one of common

/interest
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interest, and if that did, not exist any
union would Toe' artificial. He did then
say that he was pessimistic about the future
of the Sudan and thought that a collapse of
the administration was a serious
possibility. The Egyptians told the
Minister of State when he was there that
they only contemplated a loose form of
union. Where the truth lies it is
impossible to tell, and indeed the truth
may shift from time to time. The only
thing which is quite clear is that the
Egyptians are-very worried about the Sudan.

-a
(T. E. Bromley)
February 11, 1955
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8th. February 19̂ 5

_ I have pleasure in giving, you the information you
required about my recent visit to Eygpt and interviews with
Salem and Nasser.

Communists ;-

Nasser said the numbers were small about .50,000 -
estimated - but they are strong and well organised. They
worjs underground arid the leads ers are not known.

Radios arid Ne;..spi.p̂ rs ;-

I asked
Government'

Salem if it was not possible in view oi tiie
s complete control over the Press and Kadio, to

influence public opinion as they required, and asked what
.Press circulation the daily papers received and how meiiy
radio sets there are. Salem evaded the answer, but" Lie was
subsequently pressed by Patrick Maitland, and said toat there
were j***** uuarte^ million radio sets, that the circulation
o: aaily newspapers amounted to a naif a million copies but
it was estimated that tiiese hali a aiillion daily
were read by 2 and a half million people.

Sudan;-

by Salem, "You do not understand
aspirations," I answered, "May be, but if WP

are to attempt to understand the Arabs and theS'aspLations
vLi " q ? 1VeCe!SSry f°r ̂ °U to understand our point of

air: ""'=*
over by Salem, ar£ he said it was a bL p
is split three ways arid he predicted Civil
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Sudan

I think it was Patrick Maitland who raised this matter
ana Salem stubed tnat he dad been misquoted. He said the
question he was askeo was, "If you were allowed to choose

§ W°Uld y°U plaCS theia?" He ̂ id he

1) "I would get the British out of toe Canal Zone.
•d) "I would deal with Israel."

Nasser;-

Jnv SiL^S5!"^^?1^^^^^,wi^ voheraence not

ijoaiestic Interests ~.~

s
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JMeguib;-

Of Neguib he said, there was great danger until he had
gone. it was most critical between March arid November
1 coula not release Meguib because he is popular. * He*is the

only card these people can play." He was free to meet plople
wnile we worked He is not a strong man and he went about
to get popularity. When he got this in February he came to-
**e iauat nave the power to fight the Revolutionary Council's
decision. His resignation was accepted. It was a great
snock to^he people. Weguib returned three days after oi^•
resignation He tried to please everybody Communists and^
Moslem Brotherhood. He tried to give the impression that tie
wanted democracy and we were against it. He wanted collate
authority. He wanted consultative committees
three members oi each oi the old parties and
Army appointments from Battalion Commanders urn. I feel -i t
from the day Keguib departed the Govern.aent was secure?

Sudan ;-

Of the Sudan he said, "I think
British and the

the position will pet out

.
"Would you say that Sudani, at ion" has gone too far and

^ afcainst

must be f t o c h o e this." °UClanese and the

iilii^stion, "Would you atree that in the r^st there lv,
raucn pressure from botu sides?"
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Question, "If the majority decided to stand outside, vvou:
interfere? Do you consider yourself free to ̂sSci dSSSŵ  "agents
and propaganda in order to persuade the Sudanese to agree to
unity of the Nile Valley?"
Nasser, " Yes".
Quest-ion, "What would you do it there was an emphatic choice for
Sovereign Independence?"
Masser, " We really could not accept this I hope for complete
political unity between Byg.pt and the Sudan. "

I hope this will be o± use to you.

Jr n
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FROM KHARTOUM TO FOREIGN OFFICE
(United Kingdom Trade Commissioner)

En Glair

I/.r, Adams
He.» 29 '
February 15

FOREIGN OFFICE AHD VH
DISTRIBUTION

D: i.,13 P.M. February 15, 1955
R: 5.05 P.M. February 15, 1955

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 29 of February 15.
Repeated far information to Cairo

B.M.B.O.

Following is translation of message to the Sudanese
people from Salah Salem carried in the Khartoum daily "El-
Tele graph" of February LU

Begins.
Two years ago on February 12 the Sudan "Liberation Agree-

ment" was signed in Cairo. The agreement recognizes the
right of the Sudanese t© govern their OTTO country and determine
their future. Conclusion of the agreement was not an easy
task. Liberals in Egypt and the Sudan had to do much before
they were able to sign the agreement. You all know that if
the provisions of the agreement are not respected and executed
in spirit before they are ia letter, it will be only "ink and
paper". We never hesitated at any time we felt that the agree-
ment was in danger, to cone to your aid running every risk, to
restore t® the agreement due respect and sacrediess.

f

2. I remember, and I think you also remerabex, that day
when a British Minister came to you to talk about your country
under your noses in- an open Press conference, discussing things
not relative t® the agreement and bringing in the question of
closed districts, you remember how Egypt declared that she would
n©t embark *t any negotiations on evacuation of her own laid
unless the Sudan agreement was duly respected. Egypt meant
what she said. She did not turn to her own case until after
she was assured ab«ut the observance of the Sudan agreement.
Egypt will continue at yeur side and will not pay any attention
to misleading intrusions until all dangers are passed and all
conspiracies defeated.

3. We will do all we can to help you and open all the
d@ors before you so that you enter into the world through
widest portals of power and glory. / , y have
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]».. TOT hate ftught y«ur vay thrtugh s« far with
success and y«u hate prtved tt TDC ra»re s»"ber and formidable
tha» "they" had thttight. Y«u were n«t shake» "by the s terms
that came y@t»r way through the last two years and y©u never
stopped en y®tir road to freedom. You united with the Liberals
and worn the battle and you were determined in y«ur struggle
for Sudani satioM, and your country has "become all t» you. But
ths road is still full of obstacles. The enemy will be on the
move next year and his agents , who work under the mask of
patriotism, will try to gamble with your future. You must
be careful to ope» your eyes and ears to watch them.

5. We shall continue to be vigilant to watch out for
any such efftrt @r manoeuvre. I, who have lived with you
with ray s©-al and feeling and served you with all my power,
am sure tbat my Sudanese brothers will go from victory t© vict®ry
with unity and self-denial.

6. Only the strong deserve glary and freedom.

May Gad help you.

Ends*
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TELEGRAMS iNLANDi
"SUDANOLOGY. PICCY. LONDON"

TELEGRAMS OVERSEAS!
i. MDANOLOGY. LONDON"

TRAFALGAR 808O

L.O. 200C

SUDAN GOVERNMENT
AGENCY IN LONDON

SUDAN HOUSE

CLEVELAND ROW

ST. JAMES'S

LONDON, S.W.I

15th i'ebruary, 1955

INDEX

Dear Sir,

For your information the following is the text of
an address given "by Sayed Ismail 1̂ Azhari, P.M. on the
occasion of the 2nd Anniversary of the Sudan Agreement -
12.2.55.5 which we have just received from the Information
Officer, National Guidance Office, Khartoum:-

" I address myself to our guests and foreign
residents who share our celebrations.

To my free countrymen, women and children in
the East, v/est. South and North Sudan, in the chief
capitals and villages, in towns and rural areas, in
the remotest parts of the country and everywhere
they live*

My sincere affectionate greetings and con-
gratulations on the first signs of emancipation
which 1 send to you all from my heart whose faith
and confidence in God are strengthened "by its
faith and confidence in you, and which never pal-
pitated except with love of good, freedom, glory
and happiness for you, and with thanksgiving to
God who changed weakness into strength and prestige;
slavery into emancipation and sovereignty, and made
of a divided, scattered people, a united, solid "bloc.

My sincere affectionate greetings and con-
gratulations on the prelude to salvation which I
address on this national occasion to the rising
"brave army, to the gentlemen of the administration
and police the vigilant security forces, the faith-
ful painstaking civil servants, the hardworking
school "boys, the struggling workmen, the happy
cultivators and the honest merchants.

These are the pillars of the rennaissance,
the makers of glory and the builders of liberty and
prestige for this young enterprising people which
set the best example in one year - the first after
the signing of the Agreement demonstrating its great
capacity and profound resolve to live a free, civilised
honourable life.

We have always
and have been alive
land of plenty.

known its aptitude for survival
to the fact that they live in a

Our confidence has never been shaken because v/e
knew that the real spirit of the people will come up
in the end in spite of foreign rule and its attendant
difficulties. The vSudan Agreement being the implement
of reactivating the fire which revealed the real metal
of the Sudanese.
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Gentlemen.

At the first anniversary of the Agreement in
February, 195U when the country's sons from among
leaders and cabinet ministers with varying masses
in close ranks behind them were preparing to take
over the reigns of power, the atmosphere was cloudy
and filled with doubts about the outcome of the
experiment and the extent of loyalty to the Agree-
ment of those who signed it.

Amid that unfavourable atmosphere I stood up
on this very spot defying doubts and challenging
openly the defeated and the cynics and declared
that the Sudan will win in the end and that wo
would not hesitate to renounce pov/er once wo dis-
covered that our .preeencs in office contradicted
with the country' s supreme interest,

In complete faith and confidence I indicated
that what sometimes appear to be dissentions
among the Sudanese will soon disappear as soon
as the feeling of any danger threatening the
unity of their country or its freedom seems on the
horizon.

It was in that spirit of self-reliance that
I defied, doubts and with God's help the Sudan
triumphed.

A year has since passed during which the
Sudanisation Committee accomplished its great
historic liberation task without fear of the
gravity of responsibility or regard for the ad-
vantages of immediate fame,, The Committee succeeded
in satisfying the ends of liberation with special
emphasis being placed on the selection to Sudani se<i
posts of able Sudanese retaining at the same time
the services of expatriate technicians,,

Thus the
and the people'

Committee won the country's gratitude
admiration for its fair and thought-

ful recommendations which the Council of Ministers
endorsed with His Excellency the Governor-General ' s
assent which had been obtained smoothly.

Indeed the country passed through a difficult
and delicate phase of its history when we started
implementing those recommendations and the beginning
of application would have been extremely arduous
had it not been for .faithfulness, perseverance and

I resolute will on the part of the Government and
I His Excellency the Governor-General whose gifts and
I goodness coupled with his high traits of character
| were greatly responsible for the removal of obstacles
| attached to the initial execution of the Sudanisation
\decisions .

< I should like here to display admiration and
I gratitude to the British officials affected by the
?_ process of Sudanisation for the goodwill they
I showed whilst handing over their functions to their
\ Sudanese colleagues which caused us to honour their
I memory on departure.

' - • Gentlemen.

I have been able during the past year part-

/D ......
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icularly in the course of my numerous tours to
establish contacts with tribal leaders and local
heads as well as members of local Government
Councils in the West and South, the Gezira and
the North and liast. I gained additional faith
in their patriotism and sense of responsibility
towards home rule. I am in a position to declare
openly that the entire people stands like one
man behind the Nationalist Government prepared
as it is to protect it against attacks and preserve
and strengthen its structure.

Gentlemen.

We have been able to cover one stage of
emancipation in which v;e gained experience of
difficulties which will stand us in good stead
in our future stride confident of God's help
and guidance in our endeavour to fulfil the
people's will and inspired by its cupport.

It is in this spirit that we embark on the
remaining spell of interim period which the two
Contracting Governments agreed under Article 9
of the Agreement should be terminated as soon
as possible within the prescribed period of 3
years.

It shall be brought to an end in the
following manner. The Sudanese Parliament
shall pass a resolution expressing their desire
that arrangements for Self-Determination shall
be put in motion and the Governor-General shall
notify the two Contracting Governments of this
resolution.

V

0 of the Agreement lays downArticle
that when the two Contracting Governments have
been formally notified of this resolution the
Sudanese Government,, then existing, shall draw
up a draft law for the election of the Constituent

it shall submit to Parliament for
Governor-General shall give his
law with the agreement of his

Ass ernb 1 y wh i ch
approval,
consent to

The
the

Commission. Detailed preparations for the process
of Self-Determination, including safeguards assuring
the impartiality of the elections and any other
arrangements designed to secure a free and neutral
atmosphere shall be subject to international
supervision. The tv/o Contracting Governments will
accept the recommendations of any international
body which may be set up to this end.

Article 11 lays down that Egyptian and
British Military Forces shall withdraw from the
Sudan immediately upon the Sudanese Parliament
adopting a resolution expressing its desire that
arrangements for Self-Determination be put in
motion. The two Contracting Governments undertake
to complete the withdrawal of their forces from
the Sudan within a period not exceeding three
months.

Article 12 defines the terms of reference of
the Constituent Assembly as follows:-

A.
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The Constituent Assembly shall have two duties to
discharge. The first will be to decide the future
of the Sutlnn as one integral whole. The second
will "be to draw up a constitution for the Sudan
compatible with the decision which shall have "been
taken in this respect, as well as an electoral
law for a permanent Sudanese î rl lament. The
future of the Sudan shall Toe decided either:-

(a) by the Constituent Assembly choosing to
link the Sudan with Egypt in any form,

or

(b) by the Constituent Assembly choosing complete
independence.

According to the terras of Article 13, the
two Contracting Governments undertake to respect
the decision of the Constituent Assembly concerning
the future status of the Sudan and each Government
will take all the measures which may be necessary
to give effect to its decision,

Gentlemen.

We are perfectly sure wo shall with God's
help pass successfully through t these stages one
after the other till the country attains its final
objective.

We are equally sure, now that its awakening
to consciousness is complete, the Sudanese people
who have tasted freedom are certain to realise^it
in face of all threats. The seekers of freedom
shall not differ.

We must always remember Egypt's good turn in
taking the initiative to endeavour ceaselessly to
arrive at this Agreement. She gave priority to
our cause over her own.

We must likewise remember Britain's contribution,
it being understood that the greater burden fell to
the lot of the British in the process of implementation.
We shall never forget Britain's faithfulness to her
pledges to work the Agreement smoothly and in a spirit
of noble courage.

History is beginning to note down on its pages
the final chapter concerning the real intentions of
those who lived among us over a period of 50 years
and the effect of this chapter shall remain alive in
the minds of future Sudanese generations.

It is our strong conviction that it will be a
happy ending which is never to be forgotten and it is
up to the Sudanese to hold fast to their gains, which
they won without great sacrifices, with all their might
and unity of purpose, and let us adopt the motto:

"Unite in order that you may preserve your freedom"

Ismail El Azhari
PRIME MINISTER.

Yours faithfully,

(P. Thome)
for Sudan Agent in London
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I asked the EGYPTIAN AMBASSADOR to call today in
order to speak to him a"bout the attached message to the
Sudanese people from Salah Salem.

2. I reminded the Ambassador that after the visit of
the Sudanese Prime Minister we had asked the Egyptian
Government to let us know at once if they had any
preoccupations in the Sudan. Since then we had loyally
executed our undertaking to promote a free and neutral
atmosphere. This had been publicly recognised by the
National Unionist Party Prime Minister, who, in a recent
public message had paid tribute to our fairness and
impartiality.

3. In these circumstances we were justifiably indignant
at Salah Salem1s message. At this point I handed the
Ambassador a copy of the message and underlined for his
benefit the most offensive passages.

k. The Ambassador did not attempt to defend Salah Salem
but remarked that he was an impetuous individual. I said
that we had heard all this before but we were getting tired
of hearing this sort of excuse made for Salem1s utterances.
He was a Minister and if he could not bring himself to behave
wisely he must at least observe the elementary canons of
civilised behaviour. Not long ago, any country using this
sort of language would have received an ultimatum, and,
failing satisfaction;would have received a declaration of war.

5. I asked the Ambassador to express to his Government
in the strongest terms the indignation which we felt at
Salem1s language and behaviour. I added that the Secretary
of State might wish to raise the matter with the Egyptian
Prime Minister on Sunday.

6. The Ambassador who looked thoroughly crest-fallen
and mortified, said that he would send a strong telegram to
his Government.

Distribution

African Department (to enter)

Copies to :

Private Secretary
Lord Reading
Mr. Nutting
Mr. Turton
Lord John Hope
Sir H. Caccia
Mr. J. G. Ward
Mr. C. A. E. Shuckburgh

February 17. 1935
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CONFIDENTIAL

BRIEF FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATE'S VISIT TO CAIRO

THE SUDAN

The Egyptians may raise the question of the Sudan.

2. The Secretary of State might make use of the following

points:- • •

(i) We kept the Egyptian Government informed of our

discussions last year with the Sudanese Prime

Minister.

(ii) We were glad that quick' agreement was reached

over the new Governor-General.

(iii) Our policy has not changed. We want the Sudanese

to make their eventual choice freely. Our people

are leaving the Sudan and we have not tried to

prevent the process of Sudanisation, or to use our

people to influence the Sudanese choice,

(iv) We understand the Egyptian desire for close

relations with the Sudan, and the fact that there

are interests common to the two countries. But

Egyptian pressure on the Sudan is no way to

achieve this. The future status of the Sudan must

commend itself to the majority of the Sudanese.

Egypt's real interests will be best served if the

Sudanese are allowed to feel that they are making

their own choice freely.

(v) We have not yielded to the temptation to counteract

Egyptian pressure on the Sudanese. But we too

have our public opinion, which is much concerned

about the Sudan/ The Egyptians, if they want

improved relations with the United Kingdom, must

observe the spirit as well as the letter of the

Anglo-Egyptian Agreement on the Sudan.

February 14, 1955
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GOVERNOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
i tiL.EGRAPHIC ADDRESS

"HAKIMAM" KHARTOUM.

G/y 7-6-1. fK
INDEXED

1st March, 1955. I

TOP SECRET.

Adams has shown me Sterndale-Bennett's
letter 1017̂ /T/8G of 21st January to you, about
British policy towards the Sudan.

;,. 1 entirely ap;rt,-e with the remarks in
par&p-raph 5 of his letter. 1 have always under-
stood that" it is IT.I.:.G.'s object that there snoula
emerge a reasonably stable a rid well-governed inde-
pendent Sudan, in friendly relations with Britain
an/!, if poRFible, hi^ypt. itfheri I said in paragraph
13 o-' my" letter GG/97-?J-l of 8th December to the
Secretary of "State that "Britain's interests in the
Sudan are in fact few end unimportant", I was, of
course, thinking in terms of material interests.

I would like in particular to stress the
importance of Sterndale-Bennett's remarks about the
need to jrotect British territories in Africa from
irabversive or hostile influence from the llorth.
Apart from the growing menace of international Com-
iuunism, there is danger of Egyptian efforts to
underline the British position in Uganda and Kenya.
Therti is already r-;ome evidence of Egyptian attempts
to use certain Southern Sudanese to carry out
propsf-anda. in Uganda against British interests in
that territory, and it would certainly be unwise
to assume that Egyptian ambitions for unity of the
ITile Valley stop short at the southern border of
the Sudan.

3. As regards staging facilities in the
Sudan for the R.A.F., there has been correspondence
between my of fie-.; and the African Department on
tnis subject. The question v/i 11 have to be dealt
wiL.h in two stages; "first to cover the period
uetween tne passing of the self -determination
resolution, with its consequential withdrawal of
...A. !•'. ;.ierr.:.onnel £-;nd the establishment of a new
Sudanese Government \i:.iu.er th*: permanent constitution _
arid, secondly, uo cover the future tiiereafier. jJurin^1

the first, neriou the p-overnor-Genert-1 has the cori-
stitii.tion.rO."power to grant staging &-nd overflying
ri'-htp to th/:; R.A.F. , provided
eatisf actor ••: 8rran'"eii;ents with
to provide essential services,
they can: but the use of this _.
ineffective without the co-operation of the Sxidanese
Governi.ient who control tlio oirnorts. There must
therefore bo some agreement with, the Sudanese >'!-overn-
nient co i.rant these sttu ing anfj. ovorflyiir rights.

that they can make
a c i v i 1 i o n o r g an i P. a t i o n
which, 1 understend,
-oower woulu. be quite
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In my view, it would be e mistake to
approacn the Sudanese Government on this subject
oefore trie pa ssiru; of the self-determination re-
solution ana before it is clear that R.A.F. -personnel
axe ueirig rfitndravm from the Sudan; an earlier
pproacn would only arouse suspicions that we intended
uuaiiry one withdrawal in some way. I su^—st'
t an exchange of letters between the Governor-

a

Sudanese Prime- Minister, embody in o-
agreement on the granting of the necessary rights"
would be sufficient. When the approach is made'
re might be advantageous at the same time to make -
one offer of i-i.A.F. assistance on the lines sweated
in paragraph k of the note attached to Boothby'l
.letter Ĵ  11917/2 of 25th February, 195̂ , to Luce-
though the Egyptians have to some extent got in" '
SJ!!£ °f P

US by undertaking the training of a few
budan Defence i-'orce Officers as pilots to take over the
aircraft which the Egyptian Government have p?es2nted
L/O uiiti ouaanese.

4' ., . ,As regards the granting of these rights
at oei- self -de-termination, the aim presumably will be
co eivJbody tnis in the final hand-over agreement
between H.J.VI.G. and the new Sudanese Government es-
taolished under the permanent constitution. The
present Sudanese Government would certainly not
consider itself competent to make any commitments
extending beyond, the life of the Self -Government
o b 3. 13 H~C Q •

I..very1f*
ron^1y agree with the comment

e-i3ennett! s paragrauh 8 tret the of* -m tv
of the future Sudan must involve sorne JeSree o? ^
economic development. 1 have frequently stressed

ôm H:M.Gf
efn this

seudinf copies of this letter to
, Stevenson and Adams.

.̂ A. a. Shuckburgh lisa. , C.B. , C.I..G.
-foreign Office,
LOND01T, S.w.l.
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CONFIDENTIAL

1039/12/55
Office of the United Kingdom

Trade Commissioner

INDEXED

KHARTOUM.
'«! *""*

3, 1955.

~\_ The report in the Foreign Office telegram to
Cairo no. U8 Saving of February 18 about the Permanent
Under-Secretary's discussions with the Egyptian
Ambassador about Salah Salem's message to the Sudanese
people made the most heartening reading we have had
for many months. I am sure that this prompt and
vigorous action will have had a salutary effect.

Our position here would of course be strengthened
if we could let it be known. I know and appreciate
the reasons for which the Department has in"the past
not wished to give any publicity to the various
British remonstrances made to the Egyptians. But now
that we have told the Egyptians that we intend to
speak plainly to them on the Sudan and invited them
to do the same, and now also that Azhari seems to feel
able to take a slightly firmer line with them perhaps
some of your objections will be diminished. Even if
no public announcement could be made it might be
helpful if I could be authorised to let it be known
to Azhari, no less that to the opposition leaders here
that H.M.G. have not let Salah Salem's impertinent
message pass in silence.

X

Luce.
I am sending copies of this letter to Garvey and

CtN-*->4

(P.G.D.Adams)

T.E.Bromley Esq.,
Foreign Office.
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Registry
No.

Top Secret.

Secret.

ptjfc

Restricted.

Open.

. letter

Mr.r^Adams,
Khartoum

from:
&FMr./ Millard

51—4800

In Bromley's absence I am replying to your

letter 1039/12/55 of March 3 in which you

suggested that we should give publicity to

Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick's protest to the Egyptian

Ambassador about Saleh Salem's message to the

Sudanese people.

2. We do not think that it would be desirable

to publicize this now, more than a month after

the event. But we should see no objection to

your informing Azhari and the Opposition leaders,

if a suitable opportunity arises in the course of

conversation, that we did not in fact allow

Salem's message to pass in silence.

I am sending copies of this letter to G-arvey

and Luce.
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£1058

INDEXED

THE SUDAN

Both Mr. Luce and Mr. Adams in Khartoum have "been

recommending for some time that, in order to sustain the morale

of the independence movement in the Sudan and put a stop to

rumours that we have done a deal with Egypt, we should be

prepared:

(i) to re-state H.M.G.'s policy from time to time;

(ii) to give publicity to our protests against

Egyptian interference and propaganda.

2. It is now proposed to deal with the first point in a

Parliamentary Question, and the Department have prepared a

separate submission on this. On the second point Mr. Adams

has suggested that we should give publicity to Sir Ivone

Kirkpatrick1s protest to the Egyptian Ambassador about Saleh

Salera's message to the Sudanese people, or at least let it be

known to Azhari and the Opposition leaders that we have not

allowed this to pass in silence.

3. Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick's interview with the Egyptian

Ambassador took place over a month ago, and I do not think that

there would be any point in giving publicity to it now. But

I think that we might authorise Mr. Adams to tell Azhari and

the Opposition leaders that a protest was made, if a suitable

opportunity arises for doing this in the course of

conversation.

r 8•ft ft
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CONFIDENTIAL I *

FROM. KHABTQtJM TO FOREIGN OFFICE

i

Cypher/OTP

Governor General's
No. 64
March 24, 1955.

PRIORITY

D. 3.18p.m. March 24, 1955.
R. 3.3 5p.m. March 24, 1955.

C ONFIDE NTIA L

&Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 64 of March 24.
Repeated for informatloirto Cairo.

Following from Luce.

* A?0*10*1* signed by 24 *•»*•» of the Opposition, has UB.U uupm*
in to the Clerk of the Sudan House of Representatives, proposing that the
Governor General be requested to take the necessary steps to close down the
Uaited Kingdom-Trade Commissioner's office and the Egyptian Irformation officcfeic)
on the ground that their presence in the Sudan adversely affects the free and
neutral atmosphere. The text of the motion is given in our immediately
following telegram. v

2. The Governor General has beena^quested to give his consent to a
debate on this motion under Article 99 (5}(<3) of the Statute. A decision on this
will have to await Sir Knox Halm's arrival here, but for your information I
propose to advise him to give his consent to the debate. Ms refusal immediately
on arrival would create a very unfavourable impression with the Independents
an2^2uldf P5?ar,a? lt te were Protecting the Egyptians in their pro-unity '
activities in the Sudan, tt is a matter of common knowledge here that the
Egyptian Economic Expert's Office harbours a number of officers and civilians
whose sole duty is to disseminate assistance and distribute money in the unity
^S.'Jf6; w d®bate on the motion would, no doubt, produce some criticism of the
United Kingdom Trade Commissioner, but far more of Egyptian organisations
and would provide ttvpatturty for a public disclosure of tt» latter'*T activities in
tlte oucu&ru

I

3. Azfaati is not certain yet what line the HUP would take in a debate on this
1̂  ̂ tt

u
find ***** to opposing it. E the resolution werf

Parliament the Governor General would presumably forward it to the
i *or the^ consideration. R appears to us that Her Majesty's

Government would then have three possible courses to tak».

(a) They could take the initiative in complying with the Sudanese
Parliament's request by proposing to the Egyptians ttet both offices be
closed temporarily pending self determination. There might be considerable
JS ifc^S?1 i*?1?̂  in this since ** ̂ ^gy^ns would stand to lose morethan Her Majesty's Government and if they resisted the proposal Her Majesty's
Government would gain 4Cudos from having shown wirnngnessto comply.

You may, however, think that praettcal considerations and the question of

/ prestige would
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COHFIDEMTIAL

Khartoum telegram No, 64 to Foreign Office

;2

prestige would mate it difficult to close the office of the United Kingdom
Trade Commissioner temporarily even If the Egyptians were
to close their equivalent office.

Her Majesty's Government eould propose to Egypt that the co-domini
should reply to the Governor General that, in their view, this is a maitir ..... "
which should be considered by the International body to be set up under
Article 10 of the agreement and whose duty it is to take all the necessary steps
to secure a free and neutral atmosphere.

course would have the advantage of showing that Her Majesty's
Gov^rament are not unwilling to consider the proposal and at ths same
time if. lifting the issue out of the arena of Sudanese party politics and
submftt^ng it to the judgment of an impartial international body.

I (c) j-Bsr Majesty's Government could take the initiative in proposing to
Egypt ttoat the request be rejected unconditionally. This seems undesirable
i* that it would appear to be protecting Egyptian interference and woul d
prfbabijr be taken as further evidence of alleged Anglo-Egyptian understanding
about tjB future of the Sudan* 1 might also be embarrassing if subsequently
th§ international body of its own volition recommendsd that the two offices
be closed during the process of self determination.

I, with whom I have discussed the matter guardsflly, appreciates
; would be difficult for the Governor General to refuse his consent

to Jhe debate, but considers that tte International Commission is the proper
bopy to consider the question raised in the motion. I have little doubt,
therefore, that he would regard course (b) above as the most suitable.

5. I have discussed this matter with Adams, and he has a copy of this
ulegram.

Foreign Office pass Priority to Cairo as my telegram No. 42.

Repeated to Cairo/.

DISTRIBUTEDTO

African Department
Personnel Department

B B S
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INDEXED

On Egypt last night, Mr Bustani
said that Colonel Nasser wanted to visit
England in the Autumn.

He said that from his conversation
with Nasser he had gained the view that
Nasser would compromise on the position of
unity with the Sudan, and that he would
agree to a position under which the Sudan
had independence but relied a great deal
on Egyptian and English capital. This
would be,provided that they could have a
complete unity of policy in dealing with
the Nile waters.

R. H. Turton
March 31. 1955.

African Department

Copy to; Private Secretary
Mr Nutting
Sir I. Kirkpatrick
Lord.John Hope
Mr Shuckburgh
Levant Department


